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PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE
By Jocelyne Hébert

A
fter having published guidelines and a competency 
profile relating to work supervision in the Guidelines 
to professional practice, the Ordre des ingénieurs 
du Québec (hereafter the "Ordre") covers the issue 

by offering new training on the matter. With its dynamic 
format and relevant content, this new training is sure to pique 
the interest of novice and seasoned engineers alike. 

Work supervision is a very important aspect of engineering, 
but one that needs to be highlighted, explains Louis Tremblay, 
Eng., Director of Professional Affairs at the Ordre: if plans and 
specifications are not followed throughout the course of a 
project, one can expect problems down the road. The Ordre 
wants to help engineers to be adequately prepared for this 

rigorous task that requires not only technical competencies 
but interpersonal and communication skills as well." 

"The new training session raises engineers' awareness about 
the importance of several crucial points relating to work 
supervision, adds Mr. Tremblay. It also presents our Work 
Supervision Guide, shows its usefulness and allows participants 
to see how great a work tool it can be."

SEVEN PRODUCTIVE AND INFORMATIVE HOURS
Having given very positive results during a pilot session, the 
new day long training is offered in eight cities this winter in 
February and March. Unlike a formal lecture, the session is 
composed of a series of activities, interspersed with short 
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presentations; it is a stimulating format which fosters 
conversation between participants. 

In order to design this training session, the Ordre called upon 
Sonia Ribaux, CRHA and training consultant. "In collaboration 
with the Ordre, we started by establishing learning objectives, 
says Mrs. Ribaux. For example, it could be acknowledging the 
importance and impact of work supervision or seeing the 
usefulness of supervision 
mandates. In the latter case, 
mandates given to engineers 
asked to supervise work often 
lack clarity or precision and 
those members do not know if 
they can ask for clarification. The 
training session allows 
participants to analyze a real 
supervision mandate in order to pinpoint shortcomings or 
deficiencies and avoid this type of problem."

In order to meet these learning objectives, Sonia chose a series 
of activities – case studies, interactive activities, group work, 
discussions – that make for a very dynamic day. "Discussions 
and conversations are particularly important. Since most 
engineers were not trained in work supervision, the Ordre 
wants participants to share their respective experiences." 

Result: 75% of the training session lets participants be active, 
which creates an atmosphere that greatly fosters learning. The 
three training instructors chosen for the Québec tour are 
engineers with tremendous experience in work supervision 
and who have received adequate training required to give 
these sessions. 

WHAT DO PARTICIPANTS SAY?
This training will help engineers just starting out in work 
supervision (they must nonetheless have at least one year of 
experience) recognize good practices and tools, at the outset. 
For their part, seasoned engineers will be able to validate their 
own practices and tools and, as they case may be, make the 
necessary corrections. We asked two engineers who took the 
day long training session what their thoughts were. 

Jean-François Lebel, Eng., is a process engineer and project 
leader at Tetra Tech. "I took the Ordre's training course to gain 
the tools I needed to meet the challenges I face when carrying 
out projects. The format is very interactive and discussions 
with engineers in other fields helped me find possible 

solutions to problems that are often recurrent on many job 
sites."

"The training also confirmed what I anticipated: in order to 
mitigate problems throughout the course of a project, one 
must pay closer attention to the preliminaries. Finally, the 
training session demystified the Work Supervision Guide by 
providing concrete usage examples."

As for Jonathan Dallaire, Eng., 
project leader at Transports 
Québec (MTQ), his experience 
in work supervision led him to 
be part of the group asked to 
review the MTQ's work 
supervision guide. "The Ordre's 
training session offers very 

instructive broad-based information for a wide audience of 
engineers. Young engineers in particular will greatly benefit 
from discussions with their seasoned counterparts. It is also a 
good opportunity for everyone to reassess their skills and 
competencies by uncovering points that need reworking or 
improving, such as establishing supervision plans and revisiting 
problems encountered during the project, at the end of the 
project."

"This training is much more dynamic than what we are 
accustomed to in engineering" concludes Mr. Dallaire.

A QUÉBEC TOUR AND A CONFERENCE AT THE 
ORDRE’S ANNUAL SEMINAR
In 2016, the work supervision training tour will stop in Gatineau, 
Laval, Longueuil, Montréal, Québec and Trois-Rivières. Each 
session is limited to 20 participants and costs $395. You can 
still register for one of six training days offered before March 
31 but hurry, places are filling up fast. To register or to learn 
more, please visit: surveillancedestravaux.oiq.qc.ca.

Those who attend the next annual seminar can also get a 
good overview of the training session and the Work 
Supervision Guide by registering to the conference entitled 
"Work supervision, a priority worth a second look!" Information 
and registration: colloque.oiq.qc.ca.
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